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Ideomotor Signalling 
 
Aim of seminar/workshop 
 
To explore the theory and therapeutic applications of ideomotor signalling, with an 
emphasis on the treatment of traumatised clients. 
 
The clinical significance of ideomotor signalling 
 
Traditional hypnotherapy often involves a therapist suggesting alterations of feelings, 
cognitions, memories or behaviours to an entranced client in the hope that these ideas will 
benefit the client.  
 
To establish and maintain rapport during hypnotherapy it is essential that the therapist's 
comments and suggestions do not conflict with the client's experience. Patterns of 
hypnotic language offer of a technology for maintaining rapport while making suggestions 
for change. This is usually achieved by using a conjunction to link a probably true 
statement about the client's experience, such as "while you listen to my voice", to a 
statement about desired change, such as "you can relax more deeply". Rapport is usually 
maintained with such techniques even though little use is made of feedback from the client 
during therapy. 
 
Milton Erickson, Ernest Rossi, David Cheek and others developed ideomotor signalling 
techniques that enable interactive communication between a therapist and client during 
hypnotherapy. By making it possible to monitor a client's responses during complex 
therapeutic procedures ideomotor signalling offers a useful adjunct to any therapy that has 
clients close their eyes and become involved with intuitions, memories, dreams or imagery. 
Hypnotic therapy becomes less like a series of directives and more like a two-way 
conversation. Of particular interest are claims that ideomotor signalling enables 
communication with a client’s co-operative unconscious mental processes during 
hypnotherapy. 
 
Because ideomotor movements are perhaps the easiest hypnotic response, almost everyone 
can learn to use ideomotor signalling. Whereas traditional suggestive hypnosis is generally 
held to be applicable to a minority of clients, ideomotor signalling offers the possibility of 
effective hypnotherapy with most clients.  
 
Using information communicated by bodily cues  
 
Communication consists not only of what is said, but how it is said and how we behave 
while saying it. Tone and inflection of voice, body posture, and facial and hand gestures 
provide information that usually reinforces, but can sometimes conflict with, what is being 
said.  
 
Many people assume that “body language” can tell much about a person’s more 
unconscious opinions and attitudes.  
 
Ideomotor behaviours are automatic motor responses associated with an idea or a thought.  
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Ideomotor movements, such as the slight nodding or shaking of the head while someone 
speaks to us, or the automatic movement of our hands while talking, are everyday 
experiences. 
 
People show subtle yet consistent physical signs such as slight head nodding and smiling 
when they agree with an idea, and head shaking and frowning when they disagree.  
 
Skillful clairvoyants, salespeople and motivators can systematically use these barely 
perceptible movements to guide their attempts to influence people. For instance, an 
observant operator could delay a vote at a meeting until they can see that a majority are 
displaying “yes” responses, and a clairvoyant will not pursue a line of patter that produces 
“no” behaviours. Although the “yes” and “no” signs are quite readily observed, under 
certain circumstances it is possible to accurately predict the presence of even trivial 
thoughts that would not be expected to be associated with any distinct bodily movements.  
 
Psychological applications of ideomotor behaviour 
 
Psychologists make formal use of ideomotor behaviours to assess hypnotisability, to 
monitor a client’s reactions during therapy, and to perform procedures such as Chevreul's 
pendulum, automatic writing, automatic drawing, and ideomotor signalling.  
 
Milton Erickson described the use of behaviours associated with a client’s "yes" and “no” 
attitudes as a guide during therapy. Whether they are aware of it or not, most therapists 
tune into subtle verbal, facial and behavioural cues to form an impression of a client's 
experience during therapy.  
 
Ideomotor signalling can be seen as the formalised use of these natural communication 
processes to provide non-spoken feedback during therapy.  
 
Dentists sometimes get their patients to lift a finger to signal if they want a break. The 
dentist literally puts control into the hands of the patient, and the client’s sense of control 
contributes to a reduction in anxiety. Similarly, during psychotherapy a client’s sense of 
control and involvement can be enhanced if they are able to indicate agreement or 
disagreement.  
 
In traditional hypnotherapy clients tend to be treated as if they are passive recipients of 
suggestions, and feedback from the client is not sought. By contrast, hypnotherapy that 
utilises ideomotor signalling acknowledges the active participation of the client and can be 
flexibly paced to suit the individual client. Signalling can remove much of the guesswork 
from hypnotherapy.  
 
Ideomotor signalling also offers the intriguing possibility of systematic communication not 
only with a client's willful and conscious mind but also with their more unconscious and 
intuitive psychological processes.  
 
A basic pattern in hypnotic therapies that utilise ideomotor signalling is that the client’s 
Unconscious or “Inner Mind”, rather than their Conscious mind, is asked to produce, 
control and monitor the requested therapeutic processes. Practitioners such as Erickson, 
Rossi, Cheek and Barnett claim that ideomotor signalling enables access to information and 
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abilities that go far beyond the capabilities of normal waking consciousness. The power 
and applicability of hypnotherapy would be increased if it is actually possible to use 
ideomotor signalling to communicate with a client's unconscious psychological processes. 
  
 Assessment of Hypnotisability. 
 
Hypnotisability scales typically include ideomotor items. Some examples of ideomotor 
items from hypnotisability scales are given in Appendix A. 
 
 Automatic Writing, and Automatic Drawing. 
 
Just as we can absentmindedly doodle while talking on the telephone without being really 
aware of what we are drawing, clients can be trained to develop the ability to write and 
express ideas without being consciously aware of either the act of writing or the ideas being 
expressed.  
 
In Automatic Drawing the client expresses, nonverbally and symbolically, unconscious 
wishes, fears, and motivations. Clients can be given suggestions to interpret the meaning of 
their drawings while in trance, or posthypnotic suggestions can be given that the meaning 
will become clear over time, when the client is ready. Notes on automatic drawing and 
writing are given in Appendix B. 
 
 Chevreul’s Pendulum.  
 
In the eighteenth century Anton Chevreul discovered how to use a pendulum to magnify 
ideomotor movements for use as signals.  
 
The client and therapist agree on the meaning (yes, no, I don't know, I don't want to 
answer) of four possible movements of the pendulum (clockwise & counterclockwise 
circles, straight line right to left, and towards and away from the client). The therapist then 
asks the client’s “Unconscious Mind” questions that can be answered by the movement of 
the pendulum. See Appendix C for notes on the use of Chevreul’s Pendulum. 
 
 Finger Signalling Techniques. 
 
Erickson and LeCron were the first to describe the systematic use of involuntary 
perseverative ideomotor muscle movements as a feed-back device for monitoring a client's 
conscious and unconscious reactions to the processes of therapy. 
 
Ideomotor finger movements are the most widely used signalling technique in 
hypnotherapy. Although finger signals are convenient and easily established, any muscular 
movement can be used for signalling purposes. A slight nod of the head to indicate “yes”, 
and a slight shake for “no” are commonly used signals. When a twitching muscle is used 
clients are often unaware of what the therapist is using for a signal.  
 
Ideosensory phenomena (feelings of warmth, coolness, tingling or some other sensation) 
sometimes occur with the request for ideomotor finger signals. These ideosensory 
responses can be used for signalling by having the client monitor their sensations and then 
say whether they are experiencing a yes or no response. Alternatively, the therapist can 
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suggest that the client consciously translate the ideosensory response into finger or head 
movements to signal yes and no.  
 
The involuntary or autonomous nature of the ideomotor or ideo-sensory experience is 
taken to indicate that the communication comes from a response system that is somewhat 
dissociated from the client's habitual pattern of voluntary or intentional response.  
 
Ideomotor finger signalling – Some theory 
 
Even though traditional hypnotherapy assumes that unconscious psychological processes 
are centrally important in the formation, maintenance, and relief of symptoms, the 
Unconscious Mind tends to be seen as essentially unsophisticated and "concrete" in its 
operation. 
 
By contrast, contemporary ideomotor signalling practitioners assume that they are 
interacting with unconscious processes that are cooperative, sophisticated and 
health-minded. These systems are assumed to be capable of appropriately accessing, 
evaluating, manipulating and protecting the organism.  
 
The theoretical foundations for the concept of a “cooperative Unconscious” are to be 
found in Milton Erickson's models of hypnotherapy and the Unconscious Mind; Freud’s 
concepts of 'unconscious ego', 'defence mechanisms', and the 'censor'; Ernest Hilgard's 
notion of a “Hidden Observer” and his Neodissociation theory of hypnosis; and 
contemporary theorising in Cognitive psychology (eg. Kihlstrom, 1999).  
 
Milton Erickson's model of hypnotherapy and the unconscious mind 
 
Unlike Freud, Erickson saw the unconscious mind as a helpful, co-operative ally. For 
Erickson the unconscious is an organised system of powerful psychological processes 
which work to maintain emotional well being.  
 
From an Ericksonian perspective, unconscious mental processes are essentially rational and 
health-minded, and are capable of sophisticated and informed decisions to help and protect 
the individual. Psychological health is not to be achieved through Ego dominating Id, but 
through a smooth, natural co-ordination between unconscious processes and conscious 
awareness. Symptoms are seen as attempted solutions to a problem that made sense in the 
original context in which they were learned, but which become problematic when they 
operate out of context.  
 
According to Erickson, the Unconscious mind is a vast store of learnings, wisdom and 
potentials that can be drawn upon in therapy, whereas the conscious mind is of strictly 
limited therapeutic use. Erickson demonstrated that effective therapy could be carried out 
at an entirely unconscious level, without conscious effort or awareness. 
 
Therapeutic solutions are to be found in the client, not the therapist. In Erickson and 
Rossi’s (1979) words, “We view hypnotherapy as a process whereby we help people utilise 
their own mental associations, memories, and life potentials to achieve their own 
therapeutic goals”.  
Freud’s Unconscious Ego, Defence Mechanisms, and the Censor 
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Freudian notions such as Defence Mechanisms, Resistance, Repression, and the Censor 
imply the existence of rational, high-order cognitive processes, which operate outside of 
conscious awareness and are capable of accessing, evaluating and appropriately 
manipulating sub-parts of the psychological system. 
 
As Freud (1923) put it,  
 

"For our conception of the Unconscious, however, the consequences of our 
discovery are even more important … A part of the ego, too  and Heaven knows 
how important a part  may be unconscious, undoubtedly is unconscious, and this 
Unconscious, belonging to the ego is not latent like the Pre-conscious”. 

 
"If then we are met by the case of the resistance in analysis not being conscious to 
the client, this means either that in quite important situations the super-ego and the 
ego can operate unconsciously, or  and this would be still more important  that 
portions of both of them, the ego and super-ego themselves, are unconscious" 
(Freud, 1933, pg 95). 

 
"Large portions of the Ego, and in particular of the Superego, which cannot be 
denied the characteristic of being preconscious, none the less remain for the most 
part unconscious in the phenomenological sense of the word. We do not know why 
this must be so." (Freud, 1940, p. 43). 

 
Hilgard's Hidden Observer & the Neodissociation theory of hypnosis 
 
Ernest Hilgard's (1977, 1986, 1994) neodissociation model of hypnosis drew on Janet’s 
1880s concept of "dissociation" in consciousness, whereby networks of ideas can be lost to 
conscious attention and volition, but continue to produce the sensory and motor effects 
observed in symptoms. 
 
For Hilgard, consciousness is not unitary, but rather is made up of many cognitive 
monitoring and control systems that are available to awareness to varying degrees 
depending on circumstances. Hilgard’s model depicts a central control system - an 
“executive ego” which performs planning and monitoring functions over relatively 
autonomous subordinate cognitive-behavioural systems. 
 
Hilgard saw that in hypnotic trance, attention, effort and planning could occur without 
awareness or conscious control. He hypothesised that hypnotic suggestion causes a 
dissociation between executive and monitoring functions that are otherwise integrated. 
During hypnosis aspects of the self normally out of awareness may direct behaviour, and 
normally unconscious aspects of experience may become consciously available. 
 
In 1977 Hilgard fortuitously discovered that by using ideomotor finger signalling he was 
able to obtain covert information regarding pain experience that was consciously 
unavailable to a hypnotised subject. After a glove anaesthesia was induced a subject’s hand 
was immersed in ice water. Although the subject reported no pain in the cold hand, 
ideomotor signalling indicated that pain sensations were being registered and monitored at 
an unconscious level. Hilgard introduced the metaphor of a "hidden observer" to 
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characterise this unconscious cognitive monitoring system. The hidden observer has a 
potential access to wider information than does the conscious observer, and "The hidden 
observer is in all respects like the normal observing part as found in waking. It is objective 
and oriented to reality" (Hilgard, 1977). 
 
Cognitive psychology theorising about unconscious cognition 
 
Various phenomena demonstrate the operation of psychological processes that are 
unconscious, co-operative and capable of responding to complex verbal information. 
Examples include post-hypnotic suggestion, implicit learning and implicit memory effects, 
and perceptual defence. 
  
John Kihlstrom’s keynote address at the 1999 APS conference reviewed cognitive 
psychology's ongoing interest in unconscious psychological processes. In a 1987 review, 
Kihlstrom concluded,  
 

“One thing is now clear: consciousness is not to be identified with any particular 
cognitive-perceptual functions such as discriminative response to stimulation, 
perception, memory, or the higher mental processes involved in judgement or 
problem solving. All of these functions can take place outside of phenomenal 
awareness, Rather, consciousness is an experiential quality that may accompany any 
of these functions, ... but it (conscious awareness) is not necessary for complex 
psychological functioning". 

 
Ideomotor finger signalling – Techniques and procedures 
 
A useful assumption when working with ideomotor signalling techniques is that failure is 
not possible. All possible responses represent useful information that can be utilised in 
therapy. Thus a lack of response or rejection of a specific suggestion provides the basis for 
further exploration of resistances and associated issues. 
 
 Is hypnosis necessary for ideomotor signalling? 
 
Although hypnotherapists often induce hypnosis prior to setting up signals, satisfactory 
ideomotor signalling can be used with unhypnotised clients who have their eyes open. In 
practice, just establishing ideomotor signalling often induces hypnotic trance. Due to the 
relative ease of ideomotor signalling as a hypnotic behaviour, the technique makes it 
possible to utilise deep trance phenomena with minimally hypnotisable or lightly 
entranced clients.  
 
Ideomotor signaling need not be presented to clients as a form of hypnosis at all. When 
used by hypnotherapists, ideomotor procedures can produce states that a hypnotist would 
label dissociative and hypnotic.  
 
When used by Gestalt, Rogerian, psychoanalytic, behavioral, cognitive, or family thera-
pists, ideomotor procedures can be used within their models without any need to refer to it 
as "hypnosis."  
 
 Introducing ideomotor signalling to clients 
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Some therapists aim to maximise the hypnotic and dissociative effects of ideomotor 
signalling. The client might simply be told that their finger knows more about them then 
they know about themselves, and their finger can answer questions automatically, by itself. 
More simply, the client might be told that the index finger on one hand will lift all by itself 
to indicate yes, and another finger on the same (or other) hand will lift by itself to indicate 
no.  
 
Some therapists attempt to keep clients unaware of their ideomotor responses. Whilst some 
clients experience their ideomotor responses as entirely involuntary, others feel they must 
help the movement and they know ahead of time what the response will be. In my 
experience, therapeutic outcome is not greatly affected by a client’s belief that they could, 
or could not, voluntarily control the finger signals. 
  
I find that suggestions to enhance dissociation are unnecessary for the effective use of 
ideomotor signals to locate and resolve traumatic memories and to perform other 
therapeutic procedures. Unless the therapist wants to foster dissociation, a more "every day 
conversational" rather than "hypnotic" approach can be used.  
 
Ideomotor signalling and the idea of an unconscious mind can be introduced this way –  
 

“Have you ever had the experience of feeling that something is wrong when a friend 
proposes that you go somewhere, but you don't know why it’s wrong? And then later on 
it just pops into your mind that you had an appointment that meant you could not go. 
Psychologists refer to that feeling that you get inside whether something is all right or not 
as your intuition, or your unconscious, or your inner mind".  

 
“While you are here and your eyes are closed, I want you to be able to give me feedback 
about how things are going without you having to talk, because talking can make it hard 
to keep track of what you are thinking about. It’s much easier to simply raise your “yes 
finger” or your "no finger" to answer my questions.” 
  
“Whenever I ask you a question, I want you to check with your inner mind, that feeling 
you get inside, whether you agree or disagree. And always let a no feeling come through. 
You might think that something is ok, but deep down you get a no feeling, and it is 
important to listen to any no feelings because the inner mind is protecting and helping 
you."  

 
 Establishing the meanings of finger movements  
 
Setting up finger signals can be as simple as asking the client to choose a yes and a no finger 
on a particular hand. Of course it is possible to have one signal on one hand and another 
signal on the other hand, but it is easier to observe and interpret signals if they are on the 
same hand. 
 
The following are examples of suggestions for establishing ideomotor signalling. 
 
From Rossi and Cheek (1988):  
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"Think and feel, yes-yes-yes, and wonder which finger your inner mind will lift to signal 
yes." [Pause. If a definite movement is not evident within a minute, continue with: 
"Sometimes it’s as if an invisible string is pulling it up."] 
 
"Now think and feel, no-no-no, until another finger on the same hand lifts to signal no." 
[Pause. If a definite movement is not evident within a minute, continue with: 
"Really review deeply inside yourself something you definitely know you do not want."] 
 
"Sometimes the inner mind is just not ready to let your conscious mind know something. 
So let yourself wonder for a moment until your inner mind signals, I'm not ready to 
know consciously yet, with another finger on the same hand." 

 
From Somerville and Jupp (1992): 
  

“Everyone has had the experience during a conversation of moving their hands without 
even realising it. And most people can experience one hand or finger as being lighter than 
another. Your inner mind is a resource that you can learn from, and communicate with, 
and I wish to be instructed by your inner mind.”  
 
“Sometimes the inner mind might choose to indicate `yes' by moving a certain finger, 
and to indicate `no' by moving another finger. Sometimes the choice will be made 
quickly, sometimes slowly. Only your inner mind knows which it will be and it doesn't 
matter which it is at all. Now as your conscious mind continues to enjoy the comfort and 
relaxation, I would ask the inner mind to choose what it would like to use as a `yes' 
signal and to give me a clear movement that I can understand as a "Yes" signal. There is 
no need to try or force anything, just attending to your breathing, and the comfort.” 
 
[EITHER: If the `yes' ideomotor response is adequate, then] - "I wish to thank the 
inner mind for it's communication, and would now ask that it choose what it would like 
to use as a `no' signal."  
 
[OR If no observable response is forthcoming, then say]: "That's fine. I want you to 
begin thinking the word 'yes', over and over, silently in your mind, and each time you 
say the word `yes' you can allow yourself to drift deeper and deeper into this 
relaxation...and as you do so, one of the fingers on your talking hand will begin to feel 
lighter than the others, and will begin to lift - just let it lift. Each time you think `yes' 
that finger will get lighter and lighter, and it will become so light that it will just lift. 
That's fine, each `yes' makes that finger lift a bit higher until it lifts quite high.” 
 
“That's fine, just relaxing now. Now begin to think: no..over and over again and as you 
do so another finger on the same hand begins to feel light and will begin to lift, just let it 
lift. That's fine.” 

 
 What do valid ideomotor signals look like? 
 
An involuntary ideomotor response appears as a slow, slight, jerky and perseverative 
movement of the finger. If the finger movement is smooth and large the client is lifting the 
finger voluntarily.  
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A client’s sense of the degree of control they have over the finger signals varies at different 
times during therapy. A client might sometimes feel that they are consciously involved in 
making the movement, and at other times the movement is perceived as entirely 
involuntary. In my experience, conscious involvement in the process usually does not 
effect outcome.  
 
A suggestion that the client consciously attend to everything that goes on during therapy 
can paradoxically lessen any disruptive effects of a client attending to the signals. 
 
Memories that are verbalised before or at the same time as an ideomotor signal, or reports 
that follow a single strong movement of a finger, are likely to be consciously initiated and 
are probably not accessing previously unconscious information. Rapid answers before an 
appropriate ideomotor signal may be fabrications.  
 
Unconscious ideomotor signals are always repetitive and can be barely visible. Sometimes 
the finger lifts falteringly quite high and sometimes the therapist has to rely on the slight 
vibrations in the tendon attached to the designated finger. Sometimes the signals are 
invisible and the therapist has to encourage the client to sense the answer with their 
ideosensory response and then consciously lift the finger so the therapist can know the 
answer. 
 
David Cheek described three stages in a client’s response to a request for their inner mind 
to locate a problem-related memory. Cheek used these stages to assess the validity of 
ideomotor responses.  
 
The first stage, "emotional and physiological memory" can be seen through subtle changes 
in respiration, pulse rate, and emotional reactions. These occur very rapidly and appear 
before the finger lifts. Responses on this level are involuntary and when asked the client 
does not know what is happening. 
 
During the second stage, ideomotor signals indicate the accessing of memory at an un-
conscious level. The signals usually occur a few seconds after the appearance of 
physiological memory. At the moment the finger lifts the client still does not have a verbal 
level of awareness of the experience, and there are only feelings of anticipation, vague 
unrest, or discomfort. The signals are usually experienced as involuntary and, if asked, the 
client will be ignorant of the event. 
 
The third stage, verbal reporting of the experience, follows the physiological and 
ideomotor indications of the inner accessing of the memory. The experience may have to 
be reviewed repeatedly to become conscious.  
 
An uncritical view of ideomotor signaling takes such responses to be the "true voice of the 
unconscious." More appropriately, ideomotor signalling can be viewed as a response 
system that must be checked and validated just as we would any other statements or 
behaviour.  
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 Overcoming difficulties with signalling 
 

a) Hard to see movements.  
 

Say, “the finger can float up even higher so I can be sure of the meaning of that signal", or "and 
the finger can lift way up”. 
 

b) A failure to respond.  
 

This can indicate an ambiguously worded question. Once established, subsequent finger 
signals are usually clear and persistent. Some clients cannot or will not develop definite 
finger signals. This could indicate a defense against the possibility of failure, or some other 
reason for resistance.  
 

c) Signals given but client refuses to answer verbally.  
 
This can indicate a possible need for privacy. This can be assessed with a question "Would 
be appropriate to keep that information private?" If Yes is signalled, the therapist should 
encourage the protective functioning of the inner mind and thank it for its co-operation. 
 

d) Signals that change or become multiple and unreadable.  
 
This could be due to an unconscious defence against further hurt during therapy. Case of 
“Geoff”. 
 

e) Substitutions of unimportant events.  
 
When ideomotor methods are used with apparent success, it is sometimes a good idea to 
check by asking questions such as, “Are there any other experiences still creating 
uncomfortable feelings?", or "Was there some earlier experience that set the stage for what you 
just reported?" 
 

f) Rarely, some clients can signal “yes” but not “no”.  
 
This difficulty is usually associated with cultural, religious, or family training in passivity. 
These clients might benefit from training in giving no signals.  
 
 Dealing with resistance. 
 
Ideomotor techniques offer an effective but gentle tool for exploring and resolving 
resistances. The disturbing emotional and physiological effects of traumatic memories can 
fuel powerful resistance to hypnotic methods such as age regression. With ideomotor finger 
signalling, the client retains some control of the process and is secure in knowing that they 
need go only as "deep" as feels comfortable.  
 
From an Ericksonian perspective, "resistance" indicates the working of conscious and 
unconscious protective processes. These are to be respected, accepted, and utilised, rather 
than overcome. Resistances are welcomed and even actively encouraged. When a therapist 
accepts and encourages resistances, the client's negativity and their attempts to resist are 
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redefined as co-operative behaviour. With resistance, Erickson used the analogy of wanting 
to change the course of a river. If you oppose the flow by trying to block it, the river will 
merely go over or around you. But if you accept the force of the river and divert it in a 
new direction, the force of the river will cut a new channel where you want it. 
 
Ideomotor signalling can give a therapist information about the presence and nature of 
resistances. Actively encouraging the client to give a no signal if they feel any inner 
hesitation about a suggestion demonstrates the therapist's respect for the client's intuition 
and allows resistances to emerge. For instance, if signalling indicates an unwillingness to 
deal with certain memories, I might thank the client’s inner mind for its protectiveness and 
encourage it to continue the important job of protecting and helping. Such an approach is 
usually followed by a ready agreement to look at other relevant memories, and permission 
to access the problematic memory is usually given at the next session. 
 
A client’s resistance to ideomotor procedures might also indicate:  earlier unpleasant 
experiences with natural or induced hypnoidal states, anxiety associated with the procedure 
or therapy in general, an unresolved need for the symptom or problem, an unfavorable 
reaction to the therapist, rebellion against someone else sending them to see a therapist, or 
some other reason. Ideomotor questioning can be used to explore and resolve these issues. 
 
Early in therapy, resistances can be addressed directly with questions such as, “Does the 
Inner Mind really want me to help?”, “Does the Inner Mind agree to co-operate with me?”, or 
“Would it be alright for the inner mind to locate the first memory that is related to your current 
tensions [or whatever process is desired]?”   
 
Resolving resistance to hypnosis - From Rossi and Cheek (1988). 
 

1. Assessing the sources of resistance. Use ideomotor questioning as follows: 
  

a. "Does the inner part of your mind have some fear of hypnosis?" 
b. “Would it be all right for you to know what causes this fear?" 
c. "Would it be all right for me to know?"  
 
While answering the first question, there may be a further block with a "no" or "I don't 
know" answer. In this event the following question might break through: 
 
d. "Is there a deeper level of thought which knows the answer to this question?" 
 

2. Reframing and resolving resistance. Sometimes the event may be too traumatic to 
discuss, and the emotions may be made less poignant by shifting the orientation to 
the time of interview with the question: 
 

a. "Would it be all right to know about and discuss this event in terms of your knowledge and 
experience of [the current year]?" 
 
b. "Has there been more than one cause for your fear of hypnosis?" When the source of the 
resistance has been recovered, the client will usually verbalise it spontaneously as a sudden 
insight: 
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c. "Knowing this, can your inner mind now continue with the healing process?" 
 
It is not always necessary for the resistance to be verbalised: 
 
d. "Can your unconscious resolve that difficulty all by itself so that it can now proceed with the 
healing process?" 
 

3. Ratifying the resolution of resistance.  
 

a. "Having resolved those difficulties (misconceptions), will you be able to continue using 
therapeutic hypnosis effectively?" Any further difficulty can be left for resolution by 
suggesting that more time may be needed for the unconscious to continue its own inner 
exploratory work so that these issues can be resolved in the next therapeutic session. 
 
Using ideomotor signalling to control affect during therapy. 
 
Foa and Kozak's (1986) influential theory of PTSD claims that the effective treatment of re-
experiencing symptoms requires that the traumatic memory first be accessed and then have 
some new information, inconsistent with the old fear reaction, added to it. The emotional 
and physiological arousal that accompanies traumatic imagery interferes with the 
acquisition of such new information because it mobilises escape and avoidance strategies 
(van der Kolk et al., 1995; Littrell, 1998). Procedures that reduce unpleasant affect during 
therapy with traumatic memories probably assist the integration of new information into 
the memory by minimising avoidance reactions. 
 
Ideomotor questioning can be used to check whether a process, such as suggesting that a 
client remember a traumatic event, is appropriate for the client at that time. For example, 
you might ask “Would it be all right for you here today to remember things from the past that 
are related to your current difficulties?” Getting the client’s opinion prior to undertaking a 
therapeutic process helps avoid premature uncovering of traumatic material. Therapy with 
traumatised clients such as Vietnam veterans can sometimes be accelerated if the client 
controls when and how traumatic memories are dealt with in therapy. Such control can 
enhance the client's confidence and willingness to deal with distressing material. 
 
Ideomotor signalling techniques and Milton Erickson’s therapeutic work raise the 
possibility of therapy being performed largely outside the client's normal conscious 
awareness. Such processes as attempting to access and alter a traumatic memory that the 
client is not even consciously aware of could be considered when the client is unable or 
unwilling to consciously review the traumatic material, when excessive conscious 
involvement blocks therapy, or when the client has minimal imagery and hypnotic 
abilities. The cases of "Jane" and "Leo".  
 
Erickson emphasised the importance of protecting conscious awareness from too sudden a 
disclosure of troubling material and he rarely encouraged abreaction or the direct 
uncovering of memories. Erickson avoided the common hypnotic approach of age 
regressing a client to the time of a traumatic event, and he often induced amnesia so that 
clients would forget what happened during a session.   
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Erickson encouraged cognitive processing of stressful memories at unconscious levels. He 
viewed uncontrolled reliving of unpleasant affect as haphazard and potentially dangerous. 
Erickson's “objective thinking” technique used a dissociated viewing perspective to reduce 
affect during imagery work. This strategy is now incorporated into many contemporary 
therapies for traumatic memories.   
 
Finger Signaling – Therapeutic Applications. 
 
A basic pattern in ideomotor approaches. 
  
Finger movements can have only limited meanings such as Yes and No, and ideomotor 
signalling is usually used to either indicate agreement or disagreement with a therapist's 
questions and statements, or to signal the beginning or completion of a requested 
therapeutic process (e.g. "and when you have located that memory, the Yes finger can lift"). 
 
A basic pattern evident in many therapies that use ideomotor signalling to communicate 
with unconscious mental processes can be described as: a) establish ideomotor 
communication with the unconscious mind, b) confirm co-operation and agreement with 
the proposed process, and then c) simply request the inner mind to carry out the process 
and signal its completion. 
 
For example, Barnett described a rapid ideomotor procedure for inducing deep hypnosis 
that went something like this, “Would the inner mind be willing to develop a deep hypnotic 
trance?" When agreement was signalled, "I would ask the inner mind to take you into a deep 
hypnotic trance and to give a clear signal when that has been achieved." 
 
This basic process can be used to construct suggestions for all forms of hypnotic behaviour 
and experiential processes during therapy. For example, "and when you are in deep trance, 
the yes finger can lift”, “and when you have located the resources to solve your problem…", "and 
when anaesthesia is established…", "and when the inner mind has reviewed the memory at an 
unconscious level…”. 
 
Indications for and against using ideomotor signalling. 
 
Due to the dissociative nature of hypnosis and its propensity to facilitate a rapid 
uncovering of previously unconscious material, some textbooks recommend that 
hypnotherapy not be used with clients suffering symptoms of major depression, 
dissociative dis-orders, or psychosis. Many textbooks would recommend caution when 
using hypnotherapy with severely traumatised clients such as Vietnam veterans. Although 
there is no doubt that hypnotic therapies that use suggestions for age regression are 
potentially dangerous for traumatised veterans, in my experience, appropriate ideomotor 
techniques are well tolerated and can be effective with even the most severely traumatised 
clients. 
 
Some ideomotor therapies applicable to Vietnam veterans. 
 
Psychological treatment for clients suffering severe chronic PTSD needs to be multifaceted 
and flexibly tailored to the needs of the individual client. Hypnotherapy offers many useful 
techniques applicable to symptoms such as excessive anger, stress and anxiety, substance 
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abuse, poor self-esteem, inadequate social skills, poor diet, and interpersonal difficulties. A 
client suffering PTSD is likely to have difficulties that could be addressed through 
hypnotherapy and other interventions. For the purposes of this workshop, we will look at 
some procedures that can be used to locate and resolve the traumatic memories of Vietnam 
veterans.  
 
The resolution of symptom-related memories has long been a goal for many psychological 
therapies. Freud and Breuer (1896) used hypnotic age regression in their study and 
treatment of hysteria. “We found that the individual hysterical symptoms immediately dis-
appeared without returning if we succeeded in thoroughly awakening the memories of the 
causal process with its accompanying affect, and if the client circumstantially discussed the 
process in the most detailed manner and gave verbal expression to the affect".  
 
Although Freud later rejected the use of hypnosis in favour of free association and dream 
interpretation, in 1918 he referred to the usefulness of hypnosis for treating traumatised 
war veterans.  
 
Freud (1918) wrote, "It is very probable too, that large scale application of our therapy will 
compel us to alloy the pure gold of analysis freely with the copper of suggestion; and 
hypnotic influence too, might find a place in it again as it has in the treatment of war 
neuroses." There are many reports from the 1920s up to recent times of the use of hypnosis 
to recover and relieve traumatic memories of war.  
 
Ideomotor signalling techniques offer significant advantages compared to earlier hypnotic 
techniques that relied on age regression and abreaction. Contrary to Freud, many 
contemporary therapists argue that a reliving of unpleasant affect is not essential for 
reformulating traumatic memories. Rather, memory is understood to be a reconstructive 
process, and each time we access a symptom related memory there is an opportunity to 
reframe the problem in a manner that resolves it.  
 
Edgar Barnett’s analytical hypnotherapy 
 
Edgar Barnett's work is of particular significance because it demonstrates the integration of 
ideomotor communication with therapeutic models derived from Transactional Analysis, 
Ego State therapy and analytical therapy.  
 
Barnett (1981) used ideomotor signalling and Ego-state concepts in a recycling multi-stage 
procedure for resolving symptom-related memories.  
 
The basic stages in Barnett's procedure are: 
  
1) Identification of the original experience,  
2) Understanding by the adult ego state of associated emotions and feelings,  
3) Recognition by the child ego state that the previously repressed emotions are currently 
irrelevant, and are no longer necessary,  
4) Relinquishing the old emotions,  
5) Recognition of resolution of old feelings, and  
6) Rehabilitation. 
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Barnett’s procedure – Possible suggestions. 
 
Establishing cooperation:  
 
"Does your inner mind really want me to help?" [If Yes] "Does your inner mind agree 
to cooperate with me?" [If Yes],  
 
Gaining permission for memory work:  
 
"Would it be alright for your inner mind to look at some memories which are related to 
your current difficulties or tensions?" [If Yes], "Would it be alright for the inner mind to 
look at the first memory that has anything to do with your current tensions?" [If NO, 
then “Would it be alright to look at any memory that has something to do with your 
current difficulties?] 
 
Locating critical memories:  
 
"While your conscious mind continues to enjoy the comfort, remembering that you are 
here in my office, the inner mind can find the first experience that has anything to do 
with your current difficulties, and when the inner mind is there, at a deep unconscious 
level beyond conscious awareness, a `yes' signal can occur to let me know." 
 
Unconscious review of critical event:  
 
"Please review that experience in detail at an unconscious level and when the review is 
completed the `yes' signal can occur to let me know." 
 
Determining details about event:  
 
"Did this experience occur at the age of 5 years or younger ?”, “Did this experience occur 
at the age of 10 years or younger ?”, “Did this experience involve Sadness, Hurt, Anger, 
Guilt, Fear?”  
 
Determining suitability of memory for Conscious processing.  
 
"Would it be alright for [name] to know all about this experience at a conscious level?"  
 
Conscious Review [if permitted]. Choice of either i) First-person conscious review 

OR ii) Dissociated review [for more distressing memories]. For unconscious ego state 
therapy adapt suggestions to refer to unconscious processing throughout. 

 
i) First-person review:  
 
“Please review from an adult perspective with all your current strengths and resources all 
that happened back then to the younger [client’s name], and when you have seen it all, 
and heard it all, sufficient to make a new understanding about what happened back 
then, the Yes signal can occur to let me know”. 
 
ii) Dissociated conscious review of the event.  
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“I want you to imagine that up there in front of you there is a blank movie screen or a 
surface on which you could see things, and when you can imagine the screen, give me a 
YES signal”. “Now I want you to watch and listen carefully to everything that happened 
to [client’s name] back then. Keep the movie over there, you watch as an adult, and 
when you have seen it all and heard it all, the YES finger can lift”. 

 
Understanding by Adult Ego State.  
 
"Does the adult part of the inner unconscious mind now know all that needs to be 
known in order to understand the experience of this younger part?” [If no is signalled, 
negotiate with the younger ego state to make more information about the 
experience available to the adult ego state, and then re-check the adult ego state's 
understanding]. 

 
Assisting the younger ego state.  
 
"I would ask the adult part of the inner unconscious mind to give all your years of adult 
wisdom and understanding and all your adult strength to [age at event] year old [name] 
and when this has been done the `yes' signal can occur." [If NO, explore reasons with 
questions such as: "Is the adult part willing to help the younger part?”, “does the adult 
part know all that needs to be known in order to help the younger part?" 

 
Checking need for old emotions.  
 
“[age at event] year old [name], with the adult wisdom and understanding that you now 
have, do you still need to keep those old out of date tensions ?” [Usually a NO response 
is given here. If YES response is given, explore reasons for the need to keep the old 
feelings, e.g., "Are you keeping those old out of date uncomfortable feelings for 
protection?"  
 
Sometimes the younger ego state is unwilling to relinquish the protection afforded 
by the old emotions. In these cases encourage the adult part to reassure the younger 
part that it will be responsible for protection, "I would ask the adult part to 
communicate with the younger part and learn what is important about the old emotions, 
and then reassure the younger part that the adult part will be responsible for protection 
from now on." This usually results in a signal that the younger part no longer needs 
the old emotions. 
 
Letting go of old tensions.  
 
"[age at event] year old [name] has agreed that these old tensions are no longer necessary, 
[adult age] year old [name], using all your adult wisdom and understanding I would 
like you to find a way for [age at event] year old [name] to let go of all of these 
unnecessary old tensions. When this has been accomplished the YES signal..."; 
 
[Age at event] year old [name], [adult age] year old [name] has now found a means by 
which you can let go of all of the out of date, unnecessary tensions that you have been 
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keeping for so long. Please use that way right now and let go of all those tensions. When 
you have done so the YES..." 

 
Review for Other Problem Related Events.  
 
"I would ask the inner mind to review your memories at an unconscious level, beyond 
conscious awareness, and give a yes signal if there are any other experiences which are 
still creating uncomfortable feelings ?" [Recycle procedure as needed]. 
 
Test of Work.  
 
"If you have really let go of all of the old tensions, you should now be feeling very 
comfortable inside, more comfortable than you have felt in many years. If you are really 
very comfortable the `yes' signal can occur, if any of the old tension remains the 'no' 
signal can occur"; "Is there any other experience which is still creating uncomfortable 
feelings? If every part of [name] is feeling good, then every part is smiling inside. If that is 
so then give me a big smile and allow the `yes' signal to occur again"; 

 
Barnett’s Rapid Analytical Procedure 
 
See Appendix D for Edgar Barnett’s brief analytical procedure that does not require a 
review of traumatic memories.  
 
Bandler & Grinder’s (1979) dissociated viewing procedure (modified). 
 
After signalling indicates that the initial critical experience is located, say:  
 

“I would ask the inner mind to allow to come to the conscious level, before the mind's 
eye, a stationary scene, as if in a photo, in which you see yourself, over there, at the 
younger age associated with this experience, and when you can see a clear, focussed, stable 
visual image, the `yes' signal will occur."   

 
[When YES signalled], "Keeping it as a still photo, stay split off from your younger self, 
so you can be there as an adult observer with all your adult strengths and resources. Now 
with feelings of strength and comfort, I want you to watch and listen carefully to 
everything that happened to young [name] way back there, let that younger part of you 
feel all the old feelings over there, and when you have seen it all, and heard it all, 
sufficient to make new understandings about what occurred back then, then the `yes' 
signal can occur to let me know. You can begin the movie now." [Reinforce the 
dissociation as needed, thus; "Stay split off from that younger self, letting her go through 
those feelings over there, etc."  

 
[When Yes is signalled], "Now I want you to do something very important for yourself. 
Younger [name] did something very important for you. S/he went through these feelings 
and let you watch and listen with comfort and strength.”  
 
“I want you to walk over to younger [name] and reach out and use all your adult 
wisdom, strength, and resources to comfort him/her and reassure him/her that s/he will 
never have to go through that again. Tell him/her that you are from the future and that 
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s/he did live through this event. Thank her/him for going through the old feelings for 
you.”  
 
“Find the appropriate resources and give her/him the means to find a way to let go of all 
those old, outdated, unnecessary feelings. You can communicate through words, touch or 
thought. And when you see on her/his face, and in her/his posture, and in her/his 
breathing that she is reassured that you will be there to take care of her/him from now 
on, and that s/he has finally let go of her/his emotions, then the `yes' signal can occur.."  
  
[When YES signalled], "I would ask the younger part of [name] to indicate through the 
signals if s/he is now truly comforted and has the means to finally let go of those old 
emotions." [When YES is signalled], "I want you to reach out, take that younger part of 
you by the shoulders and hug her/him close and feel her/him actually become one with 
you again. Pull her/him inside. She is an energetic part of you and that energy is freed 
now from that old response." 

 
Accessing beneficial memories 
 
Traditional hypnotherapy employs “ego-strengthening” suggestions which specify a 
particular positive experience, image or verbal affirmation, such as “see yourself acting with 
confidence”, or “with each day you are becoming stronger and stronger and more 
confident”. 
 
Positive life experiences can be used to stimulate new learnings during trance. After 
ideomotor signalling indicates that it is alright for the client to remember a particularly 
happy experience, ask the inner mind to find a positive memory, a time that they have not 
thought about for years which holds within it a valuable lesson for them now. Responses 
to this suggestion are almost always fascinating as the client remembers sometimes 
surprising events of obvious therap-eutic significance. In this way, a client develops 
powerful “ego-strengthening” experiences which could never be equalled by an affirmation 
or image created by the therapist. 
 
The “Inner Director” (adapted from Bandler and Grinder). 
 
Ideomotor signalling and dissociated viewing can be used to help clients gain a new 
perspective on problematic behaviours, and to generate new responses. After the client 
identifies a behaviour they wish to change, use ideomotor questioning to check for 
permission and co-operation. 
 

Then say, “I want you to imagine that in front of you there is a movie screen, or a blank 
surface, and when you can see the blank screen, a Yes signal can occur". 

 
"With comfort and all your adult strength, I want you to watch a brief movie up on the 
screen in which you see yourself behaving in the old way that you want to change. To the 
movie upon the screen, you watch it as an observer, from a distance. And when you have 
seen at all and heard it all sufficient to make new understanding about that behaviour, 
the Yes signal can occur". 
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"I want you now to blank out the screen, and take on the role of a movie director. In a 
moment when I ask you to I want you to remake the old movie up there on the screen, 
until you see yourself behaving in a new and better way”. 
 
“As the director you have complete control over what happens up on the screen. If the 
actor you up on the screen does or says anything that you don't like, you are in complete 
control, stop the movie, rewind the scene, and change the movie as you see fit. As the 
director you have access to all your years of experience, and you can easily communicate 
with the actor's up there on the screen. Let the actors up there on the screen go through the 
emotions, you be there as the director, observing and directing. When you have seen 
yourself in the new movie behaving in a way that you would be proud of, the Yes 
signal…” 

 
"I want you now to try out the new movie to see if it really works. I want you to imagine 
that you are actually in the new movie and run it through as if you were really there. If 
the new movie works well, then the Yes finger can lift. If the new behaviour does not 
work, or has any undesirable side-effects, than a clear No signal can occur".[if No is 
signalled, "you have learned something valuable from trying out those new possibilities. 
I want you now to go back to the perspective of being the movie director with the screen 
up there in front of you, and you can use what you have just learned to make another 
movie of yourself behaving in a new and better way" [Recycle procedure as needed]. 

 
"Would the inner mind be willing to take responsibility for allowing this new beneficial 
behaviour to actually occur in appropriate situations in the future" [a Yes is usually 
signalled. A No response possibly indicates the need to recycle the procedure, and 
should be explored with ideomotor questioning]. 

 
Richard Bandler‘s phobia technique (1985).  
 
Muss (1991), Kosiey and McLeod (1987), and Hossack and Bentall (1996) described the use 
of Bandler’s (1985) visual-kinesthetic dissociation technique in treating PTSD. Ideomotor 
feedback is used to tailor the therapy to the client. 
 
In Bandler’s (1985) procedure, clients imagine that they are sitting in a cinema looking at a 
black and white snapshot of themselves on the screen just before the traumatic experience 
occurred. Clients then imagine themselves floating out of their bodies up to the projection 
room where they can observe themselves looking at the screen.  
 
Subjects then imagine the snapshot on the screen turning into a normal film, and watch it 
from the beginning until the point after the traumatic experience when they knew they 
would survive, at which point they freeze the film. They then imagine themselves moving 
from the projection booth into the still picture so they can see, hear, touch, taste and smell 
any stimuli associated with survival of the traumatic experience. They then imagine 
becoming part of the film and experience the event as if through their own eyes, but with 
the film running backwards at about four times normal speed, in colour.  
 
The retrospective approach of David Cheek. 
 
David Cheek developed a recursive, three-stage procedure for treating traumatic memories.  
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1. Accessing a problem. 
  

a) "Is there some past event responsible for your trouble?" [If answer is no, ask if there could be 
a group of events.] 
 
b) "Was it before you were 20 years old? Ten years old? Eight years old?" Etc. 
 
c) "Review what is happening at that time. When you know what it is, your Yes finger will lift 
and as it lifts, the memory will come up and you will be able to talk about it." 
 

2. Therapeutic reframing. 
  

a) "Is it all right to tell me about it?" [Allow the client to verbalise the memories and 
facilitate reframing.]   
 
b) "Is there an earlier experience that might have set the stage, or made you vulnerable to what 
you have just told me?" [If answer is Yes, back to Step 1]. 
 

3. Ratifying therapeutic gains. 
   

a) "Now that you know this, can you be well?" [A No response means that further insight and 
reframing is required, as in Steps 1 and 2 above.]  
 
b). "Is there anything else we need to know before you can be free of this problem?" [If it is 
evident that the client's symptom, habit, or problematic behavior cannot be resolved 
completely at that time, find a date for a more complete cure, as follows:] 
 
c) "Let your inner mind give a yes signal when it is ready to pop the date of a completely 
satisfactory resolution of that problem into your conscious mind." [If there is no satisfactory 
response, more therapeutic work is required.] 
 
Ernest Rossi’s “Three step problem solving” procedure. 
 

1. Establishing an ideomotor signal for problem solving.  
 

“Place your hands up with the palms facing each other about six to eight inches apart and 
tune into them with great sensitivity [therapist demonstrates].”  
 
“We know the human body has a magnetic field. We don't know if you can actually 
sense this magnetic field or if this is an exercise in the use of imagination. Can you let 
your self begin to experience a magnetic field developing between your hands right now? 
We know that a magnetic field can attract or repel - move things together or push them 
apart. This is interesting because we believe the inner you can also bring people or things 
together if it feels positive and wants to say "Yes." The inner mind can say "No" by 
pushing things apart.” 
 
“So let's see if the inner mind-body agrees that the problem you have chosen is ready the 
problem that can be explored and resolved right here and now today to the fullest extent 
that is possible. If your inner mind agrees and wants to say "Yes," will those hands now 
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move together slowly all by themselves as if a magnetic force were pulling them 
together?" [Pause for a minute or so. If hands do not show any inclination to move 
together then use a therapeutic double bind as follows.]  
 
“Or will they move apart all by themselves for a moment because there is something else 
that is more important that you need to focus on first?” [If the hands do move apart 
then either allow the client to explore it privately or engage in a normal 
conversation about what is going on.] 
 
2. Accessing state-dependent memories.  
 
“Will just one of those hands now begin to move down slowly all by itself to signal that 
your inner mind and body can now access and explore an the emotional sources and 
memories associated with the beginning of that problem? Only one hand goes down very 
slowly to signal that your inner mind is reviewing all the feelings and memories you 
need for problem solving.” 

 
3. Accessing creative resources for problem solving.  
 
“Will the other hand now go down slowly all by itself as your inner mind explores all the 
possibilities of solving that problem in as satisfactory manner as possible at this times 
Will that hand go down slowly by itself as you really begin to experience some of the 
positive feelings of well-being and self-confidence that come naturally when you find you 
can deal with a problem successfully” [Pause until the hand comes to rest on lap] 
 
“And when your inner mind knows that it can continue this inner work whenever it is 
appropriate throughout the day or night - and when your conscious mind knows it can 
cooperate by helping you recognise when you need to take “time out” for healing rest - 
you can come normally alert and stretch”. 

 
Ethical and professional issues. 
 
Professional and ethical considerations in working with unconscious processes include 
issues associated with informed consent, privacy, affect in therapy, uncovering memories 
and the creation of false memories, and leading suggestions. 
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: The Use of Ideomotor Behaviour in Hypnotherapy. 
 
Assessment of Hypnotisability – Scripts for ideomotor items from hypnotisability scales. 
 
The Stanford Hypnotic Clinical Scale for Adults (SHCSA) 
 
1. Moving hands together [or, if one arm is immobile, go to 1a, Hand lowering] 
 
All right, then . . . please hold both hands straight out in front of you, palms facing inward, 
hands about a foot apart. Here, I'll help you. [Take hold of hands and position them about 
a foot apart.] Now I want you to imagine a force attracting your hands toward each other, 
pulling them together. Do it any way that seems best to you—think of rubber bands 
stretched from wrist to wrist, pulling your hands together, or imagine magnets held in each 
hand pulling them together—the closer they get the stronger the pull.... As you think of 
this force pulling your hands together, they will move together, slowly at first, but they 
will move closer together, closer and closer together as though a force is acting on them . . . 
moving ... moving... closer, closer.... 
 
[Allow ten seconds without further suggestion, and note extent of motion.] 
That's fine. Everything is back to normal now. Just place your hands in their resting 
position and relax. [Score + if hands move slowly toward each other, and are not more 
than six inches apart at end of ten seconds.] 
 
la. Hand lowering [alternative to Moving hands together] 
 
[If one hand is immobile for any reason, we recommend substituting a hand lowering 
suggestion, similar to that given as Item 1 in SHSS:C. The arm is held straight out at 
shoulder height, with the palm of the hand up. The suggestion is given to imagine 
something heavy in the hand pressing it down. After a few suggestions of downward 
movement, if the arm is not completely down, a 10-second wait is introduced. The item is 
passed if the hand has lowered at least six inches by the end of the 10 seconds.] 
 
The Barber Suggestibility Scale 
 
1. Arm Lowering. "Hold your right arm straight out in front of you like this." [Guide the 
subject to extend the right arm directly in front of body at shoulder height and parallel to 
the floor.] "Concentrate on your arm and listen to me." 
 
[Begin timing] "Imagine that your right arm is feeling heavier and heavier, and that it's 
moving down and down. It's becoming heavier and heavier and moving down and down. It 
weighs a ton! It's getting heavier and heavier. It's moving down and down, more and more, 
coming down and down, more and more; it's heavier and heavier, coming down and down, 
more and more, more and more." [End 30 seconds] 
"You can relax your arm now." [If necessary, ask the subject to lower the right arm.] 
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Objective score criterion: 1 point for response of 4 inches or more. [Response is measured 
by placing a ruler near the subject's hand at the beginning of the suggestions and noting 
degree of displacement at the end of the 30-second suggestion period.] 
 
2. Arm Levitation. "Keep your eyes closed and put your left arm straight out in front of you in 
the same way. Concentrate on your arm and listen to me." 
 
[Begin timing] "Imagine that the arm is becoming lighter and lighter, that it's moving up and 
up. It feels as if it doesn't have any weight at all, and it's moving up and up, more and more. It's 
as light as a feather, it's weightless and rising in the air. It's lighter and lighter, rising and lifting 
more and more. It's lighter and lighter and moving up and up. It doesn't have any weight at all 
and it's moving up and up, more and more. It's lighter and lighter, moving up and up, more 
and more, higher and higher." [End 30 seconds] 
"You can relax your arm now." [If necessary, ask the subject to lower the arm.] 
 
Objective score criterion: 1 point for response of 4 inches or more during 30-second 
suggestion period. 
 
3. Hand Lock. "Keep your eyes closed. Clasp your hands together tightly, and interlace the 
fingers." [If necessary, the experimenter states, "Press your hands together, with palms 
touching, " and assists the subject to interlock the fingers and to bring the palms together.] 
"Put them in your lap. Concentrate on your hands and hold them together as tightly as you can." 
 
[Begin timing] "Imagine that your hands are two pieces of steel that are welded together so that 
it's impossible to get them apart. They're stuck, they're welded, they're clamped. When I ask you 
to pull your hands apart, they'll be stuck anti they won't come apart no matter how hard you 
try. They're stuck together; they're two pieces of steel welded together. You feel as if your lingers 
were clamped in a vise. Your hands are hard, solid, rigid! The harder you try to pull them apart 
the more they will stick together! It's impossible to pull your hands apart! The more you try the 
more difficult it will become. Try, you can't. " [End 45 seconds] 
[5-second pause] "Try harder, you can't." [10-second pause] "You can unclasp your hands now. 
" 
Objective score criteria: half point for incomplete separation of the hands after 5 second 
effort, 1 point for incomplete separation after 15-second effort. 
 
The Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility, Form A. 
 
6a. ARM RIGIDITY (LEFT) (Total time: 2' 25") 
 
“Please extend your left arm straight out in front of you, up in the air, and make a fist. Arm 
straight out in front of you. That's right. Straight out, and make a fist, Arm straight out, a tight 
fist . . . make a tight fist. I want you to pay attention to this arm and imagine that it is becoming 
stiff . . . stiffer and stiffer . . . very stiff, . . and now you notice that something is happening to 
your arm . . . you notice a feeling of stiffness coming into it . . It is becoming stiff . . . more and 
more stiff . . . rigid . . . like a bar of iron . . . and you know how difficult . . . how impossible it is 
to bend a bar of iron like your arm . . . See how much your arm is like a bar of iron . . . test how 
stiff and rigid it is . , . try to bend it . . . try. [Allow 10" ] 
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That's good. Now just stop trying to bend your arm and relax. Stop trying to bend your arm and 
relax. I want you to experience many things. You felt the creeping stiffness . . . that you had to 
exert a good deal of effort to do something that would normally be very easy. But your arm is not 
stiff any longer. Just place your arm back in resting position… . back in resting position. Just 
relax and as your arm relaxes, let your whole body relax. As your arm relaxes, let your whole 
body relax.” 
 
7a. HANDS MOVING (TOGETHER) (Total time: 1' 45") 
 
“Please hold both hands up in the air, straight out in front of you, palms facing inward-palms 
facing toward each other. Hold your hands about a foot apart . . about a foot apart. Both arms 
straight out in front of you, hands about a foot apart . . . palms facing inward . . . about a foot 
apart. Now I want you to imagine a force attracting your hands toward each other, pulling them 
together. As you think of this force pulling your hands together, they will move together, slowly 
at first, but they will move closer together, closer and closer together as though a force were acting 
on them . . . moving . . . moving . . . closer, closer . . .” [Allow 10" without further suggestion. 
] 
“That's fine. You see again how thinking about a movement causes a tendency to make it. Now 
place your hands back in their resting position and relax . . . your hands back in their resting 
position and relax.” 
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Appendix B: The Use of Ideomotor Behaviour in Hypnotherapy. 
 
Automatic Writing and Drawing (from Brown & Fromm, 1986). 
 
Automatic Writing 
 
Although a more complex behaviour than finger signalling it is a not especially difficult 
technique to learn.  
 
The first step, as with other ideomotor techniques is to dissociate the dominant hand from 
the rest of the body: “The hand you write with experiences a peculiar sensation. As I touch it 
[therapist encircles wrist], the hand from the wrist down no longer feels like part of your body. 
The hand is comfortable but detached from your body. The fingers are just beginning to move all 
by themselves . . . at first the movement is subtle . . . the movement in the fingers grows.... Now, 
the entire hand and fingers move all by themselves as if pushed by some inner force of their 
own”. 
 
The therapist waits until the finger movements are visible and clear. The therapist may also 
ask the client to move the fingers of the other hand and describe the comparison. If a 
difference is noted, the therapist places a board or writing tablet on the client's lap, lifts the 
dominant hand onto the board, and gives more suggestions for writing: “As the hand 
continues to move all by itself, it begins to move more and more the way it does when it writes. 
Whenever a pen or pencil is placed in the hand, it will begin to write all by itself Whenever the 
pen is removed, it will stop writing.” 
 
It is wise to dissociate the experience of writing from the conscious observation of it. For 
this, a distraction task is used. The client is engaged in a fantasy, watches an hallucinated 
movie, or reads an hallucinated book while the writing is going on: “You need not concern 
yourself with what the hand is doing. A pleasant scene [movie, book] will come to mind, and 
you will be able to describe it to me. The more you absorb yourself in the scene [movie, book], the 
less you will be aware of what the hand is doing. In fact, soon you will have no awareness of 
what the hand is doing.” 
 
The therapist gives a graded suggestion to increase the clarity of the writing by alternately 
removing the pen from the client's hand and returning it several times and saying:  
“Each time the hand senses the pen in it, it will write more and more clearly. Soon the hand will 
write legibly . . . the hand will write words . . . more and more clearly each time.” 
 
Once the automatic writing is developed and is operating in a dissociated manner, the 
therapist introduces the idea that the hand can be the spokesman of the unconscious: “The 
hand knows everything about you . . . the hand can remember all your experiences.... If you 
cannot consciously remember something, don't worry because the hand knows everything about 
you anyhow.... The hand knows about your problem and what has contributed to this problem.... 
If there are things that are too painful for you to know, the hand knows these things already and 
can express them in its movements, even though you are unable to remember these things.” 
 
Then the writing and simultaneous distraction task are repeated. Some clients have 
difficulty with automatic writing. If the hand fails to move when the pen is placed in it, 
more practice is needed to develop spontaneous hand movements before the signal is 
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introduced. If the hand writes illegibly the therapist suggests it will write words more and 
more clearly. If the client is conscious of the writing, the therapist keeps the client busy by 
having him describe every detail of a distracting fantasy so the client is talking 
continuously as the hand is writing. The writing is hardly the same as writing in the 
waking state. The hand usually moves rapidly across the page, but sometimes very slowly.  
 
The therapist must move the writing tablet, otherwise the writing is illegible because most 
clients fail to move the hand across the page.  
 
It would be a mistake to assume that the writing is meaningless. Automatic writing is a 
form of cryptic communication, the language of the unconscious and its expression is by 
primary process operations. For defensive purposes the words are often disguised by 
misspelling, condensation or fragmentation. The words often run together or are 
embedded in scribbles.  
 
One way to appreciate the cryptic nature of automatic writing is to have the client, while 
still in trance, read what he has written. The client is asked to open his eyes in trance and 
to look at the writing. Then the therapist says, "The longer you look at it, the clearer it will 
become. As you look at it, words will suggest themselves to you." The client is also asked to 
point to each word as it comes to mind.  
 
A posthypnotic suggestion can be given that the meaning will become clear after the client 
has awakened and is ready to understand it.  
 
Automatic drawing 
 
Suggestions for automatic drawing follow the same format as for automatic writing except 
that the hand is encouraged to draw freely. Sometimes unconscious processes such as 
wishes, fears, motivations are revealed more clearly in drawings than in writing. The 
drawings are more like the productions of children than of adults. Suggestions to interpret 
meanings of these productions in trance or post-hypnotic suggestions can be given for the 
meaning to become clearer over time as the client is ready to understand it. 
 
Appendix C: The Use of Ideomotor Behaviour in Hypnotherapy. 
 
Chevreul’s Pendulum.  
 
There are four possible movements of the pendulum: a clockwise circle, a counterclockwise 
circle, a straight line from right to left, or toward and away from the client. The therapist 
suggests that the four possible movements can mean yes, no, I don't know, and I don't 
want to answer. 
 
1. Introducing the Chevreul Pendulum to clients: "The pendulum simply reflects very slight 
body movement in response to thoughts of yes, no, and I'm not ready to know the answer 
consciously yet." 
 
2. Experiencing Ideomotor Signals: "Hold the pendulum and think and feel, yes-yes-yes. Watch 
the pendulum carefully and let's see whether it will follow a repetitive circular or straight swing 
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that will symbolise the yes answer." [Pause. If movements are not evident within a minute or 
so, continue as follows.] 

a. "At first you may help it with your repeated conscious thought of yes-yes-yes! But soon 
the movement will happen all by itself on an unconscious level." [Pause until both therapist 
and client can identify the yes signal.] 

b. "Now think and feel, no-no-no, and let's see which movement it makes." [Pause until 
there is agreement about the no signal.] 

c. “Now let's see what kind of movement it makes to signal, I’m not ready to know the 
answer consciously yet.” [Pause until this signal is identified.] 

 
3. Ratification of Ideomotor Pendulum Signaling 

a. "Ask yourself a question with an obvious yes answer. For example, "Is the sun 
shining?" [Pause to verify that pendulum signals with the agreed upon movement for yes.] 

b. "Now ask yourself a question with an obvious no answer." [Pause to verify that the 
pendulum signals with the agreed upon movement for no.] 

c. When you are not sure the response is valid ask, "Does your inner mind agree with 
what you have just told me?" 
 
The therapist introduces the idea of the unconscious by saying:  
 
“On some level your inner mind knows things of which you are not consciously aware. In fact, 
your inner mind knows all about your problem [or symptom] and everything that has 
contributed to your developing this problem [or symptom]. Your inner mind also knows exactly 
what would help you most with this problem [or symptom]. The pendulum is an extension of 
your inner mind. The movements of the pendulum can express what your inner mind knows, 
even though you are not consciously aware of what it is expressing.”  
 
LeCron asked his subjects to pretend they were observers in responding to questions about 
their problem. They were to avoid consciously thinking what the answer should be; rather, 
they could wonder what answer the pendulum would be giving. The therapist then asks 
the client questions that can be answered with yes, no, I don't know; or I don't want to 
answer.  
 
Cheek and LeCron (1968) claim that the Chevreul Pendulum procedure works for 95% of 
clients. Although this method eventually leads to varying depths of hypnosis, it can be 
initiated and used with apparently unhypnotised clients.  
 
Appendix D: Barnett’s Rapid Analytical Procedure. 
 
In Barnett’s Rapid Integration Procedure dissociated ego states are located and associated 
with the resources of adult ego states that have access to a previously established “Safe 
Place”. The procedure does not deal with content but only with the process of the 
re-association of traumatically dissociated parts. It is assumed that when full integration is 
achieved, negative symptoms and behaviour will be relinquished.  
 
The Rapid Reintegration Procedure Script. 
1. Induce hypnosis preferably using an Ideomotor induction technique. 
2. Established safe pleasant place and anchor with title for example "beach", "boat" etc.  
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3. Locate and define dissociated ego states e.g. smoking part, scared part etc using 
Ideomotor signalling. 
4. Ask dissociated part if it wishes to come up to safe Place. 
5. If yes is signalled then ask safe parts permission to invite dissociated part to the safe 
place. 
6. Invite dissociated part up to safe place and reinforce safe Place imagery with detailed 
description of qualities, for example warm, quiet, peaceful. Also encourage safe part to hug 
(incorporate) the dissociated part. If dissociated part refuses to come to the safe Place then 
direct safe part to go to the dissociated part in its hiding place and carry the safe feelings 
into that place until the dissociated part agrees to leave it in come to the safe Place. 
7. Determine if dissociated part is now associated in safe place and can give a positive 
"smile" test.  
8. Using Ideomotor signalling review the previously disturbing memory and experience to 
ascertain that there is no longer any old repressed emotion persisting in a still concealed 
ego State. 
9. Repeat the procedure with all dissociated parts until total reintegration is signalled that is 
the safe part now feels whole. 
10. Check work with imagery of possible future situations to see if previous symptoms 
have been relinquished. 
11. Apply ego strengthening and assertiveness training suggestions. 
12. Repeat procedure at subsequent sessions if symptoms persist. 
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